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DEUTSCHER LEBENSTIL UND DEUTSCHE KUL TUR 
(Austrian Lifestyle and Culture) 

Seven weird things about life in Austria you need to get used to 

Alcohol: any place, anywhere and at any outdoor temperature 

Drinking alcohol is allowed almost anywhere, and happens at any time, with many cafes 
offering sparkling wine with brunch or people enjoying a quick beer with breakfast. It's 
also fine to bring wine and drink it in a park with your picnic. Cold weather is no 
deterrent for thousands of Austrians who love sipping winter Punsch (hot spiced wine) 
outside at Christmas markets despite freezing temperatures. 

Austria is also very fond of the 'Wegbier', which is the beer you drink when you are on 
your way somewhere. 

One drink you have to try in Austria in at.1tumn is Sturm, a fermented drink which falls 
somewhere between grape juice and wine. It is alcoholic, ranging from 4 - 10 percent , 
sweet and slightly fizzy. You can buy both red and white Sturm and it's best drunk out of 
a mug in a vineyard during the autumn wine harvest. 

There are other unusual aspects to the drinking culture in Austria. Don't be surprised to 
find yourself out of pocket if you invite your colleagues for a drink after work - that 
means you are buying all the rounds. Look deep into people's eyes when you clink 
glasses and say "Prost'' ("cheers" in German). Failure to do so means you wlll have bad 
sex, or that you've poisoned your drinking partner's drink (depending on who you ask). 

Formal titles 

The Coronavirus pandemic has put a stop to the obligatory handshaking (or cheek
kissing in Vienna) when you are in a professional or friendly encounter with people from 
Austria. However, the obsession with academic titles remains in Austria - ignore at your 
peril. There are many professional titles such as Dipl. Ing., Mag., MSc, MA, Dr. and they 
are used on almost all documents, (for example loyalty cards) and correspondence. 

It's also a minefield trying to work out when you can address someone with the formal 
''you" (Sie) and the informal ''you" (du). One tip -when you are in the mountains, 
everyone calls each other by the informal ''du" Above a certain altitude (around 
1000m), formality no longer exists. 

Cold war sirens 

A couple of trmes a year, the eerie noise of cold war sirens sound out wherever you live 
in Austria. Unl11<e neighbouring Germany, Austria has kept in place its early warning 
system from the cold war and has a nationwide, operational network of 8,212 sirens 
which are tested twice a year. They were most recently used to warn Austrian residents 
of flooding during the summer. Germany, which has stopped using similar sirens, was 
criticised for this decision after its warning system was found lacking in alerting 
residents to widespread flooding. However, some experts are concerned that people do 
not understand what the sirens mean, and may just ignore them when they sound, 
according to broadcaster .- , c1 ; • Basically, if the siren sounds for three minutes, you 
should switch your radio or TV to broadcaster ORF, or v1sit the website w1,w,,• ,1r ~ to 
await further instructions. A test blast from a siren will only last 15 seconds. 


